Creating the right atmosphere, be it subtle background ambience or attention-grabbing live performances, is integral to any commercial venue’s success. From the smallest bar to the largest sports arena, we have an audio solution to bring commercial space of all sizes to life.

At Void Acoustics, we make it possible to hear, feel and connect through unforgettable, immersive sound.

How listeners respond to music shapes every design decision we make.

“We understand music at every level – composing, producing and engineering. Drawing on this diverse musical experience, every audio product we create originates from the desire to enhance the symbiotic connection between the audience and the music - that’s what we’re here for.

Many high-end manufacturers can produce products that create a great sound; we go beyond that, using our intimate connection with music to touch your soul.”

Rog Mogale
Creative Director, Void Acoustics

Enhancing commercial space with Void signature sound

Creating the right atmosphere, be it subtle background ambience or attention-grabbing live performances, is integral to any commercial venue’s success. From the smallest bar to the largest sports arena, we have an audio solution to bring commercial space of all sizes to life.

At Void Acoustics, we make it possible to hear, feel and connect through unforgettable, immersive sound.
Easy installation, seamless operation

Whether you need to play background music in smaller bars and restaurants, or fill a larger space with a main sound system, there’s a Venu V2 loudspeaker to cater to all needs.

The Easy Hang wall bracket allows the enclosure to be positioned vertically or horizontally, with only one pair of hands needed to attach any Venu loudspeaker. While fixing points for Easy Hang, yolk or ceiling brackets are included, a top hat can be used as an optional extra in place of the blanking plate, allowing mounting in mobile environments.
Sculpted sound, aesthetic precision

Our passive, two-way, mid-high Venu V2 loudspeakers are available in five sizes, with low-frequency drivers ranging from 6.5 inches to 15 inches.

The introduction of an asymmetric, rotatable, high frequency horn (excluding the Venu 6 V2) allows the correct dispersion to be maintained in both horizontal and vertical mounting positions. Sound travels further at a consistent volume, so those listening at the back of a venue will have a similar sound experience to people standing at the front. The freedom to position the loudspeaker exactly as desired, combined with a newfound consistency in the dispersion is a favourable development from the original Venu mid-tops.

Products in this range include: Venu 6 V2, Venu 8 V2, Venu 10 V2, Venu 12 V2 and Venu 15 V2.
Understated strength

For reliable bass, look no further than the Venu 112 V2, Venu 212 V2, Venu 115 V2 and Venu 215 V2. Thoughtful engineering of the V2 enhanced versions of this series offer a multitude of special features, including: dual speakON™ and Phoenix connectors with link throughs for quick, consistent connection and a recessed rear connector panel that allows the enclosure to be placed against a rear wall.

Noteworthy definition

The Venu 210i is a 1200 Watt, active, double 10-inch, reflex-loaded low frequency enclosure, capable of powering up to four mid-high enclosures with its integrated 1200 Watt stereo auxiliary amplifier. Providing a frequency response of 40Hz – 150Hz ±3dB and a continuous output of 124dB, peaking at 130dB, this low frequency enclosure is ideal for filling large venues with significant levels of bass.
Kicking up a storm

The Cyclone range of beautifully sculpted loudspeakers uses a combination of marine-grade 316 stainless steel hardware and a UV-stabilised finish to ensure every Cyclone product is durable and robust in outdoor environments that involve exposure to the elements. Whatever the weather, Cyclone is sure to kick up a storm.
Compact styling

The Cyclone series features four products in total: three passive, two-way surface mount loudspeakers, ranging from 5 to 10 inches; and the Cyclone Bass – a reflex-loaded, 12-inch low frequency enclosure. Don’t be deceived by their compact size as the entire range truly packs a punch.

Products in this range include: Cyclone 5S, Cyclone 8, Cyclone 10 and Cyclone Bass.
From working out...
to dining out
Futuristic looks, extraordinary performance

The stunning Indigo series combines futuristic looks with powerful audio performance to bring a new level of sophistication for enviable venues.

Indigo is the ultimate in sleek styling to sonically enrich commercial installations. A favourite with interior designers given the extensive possibilities for colour customisation.

Products in this range include: Indigo 6s, Indigo 6 Pro and Indigo Sub.
Subtle looks, signature sound

Cirrus ceiling loudspeakers deliver high fidelity levels worthy of the Void badge. With an understated, discreet appearance, the multiple wattage taps and low impedance setting allow for seamless audio matching.

Housed in a white powder-coated ceiling mount frame, Cirrus models are suitable for hotel, restaurant, leisure and retail environments. Half-turn, spring-loaded retention clips mean record-breaking quick installation for this space-saving package.

Cirrus 6.1
A passive 6.5” two-way, full range ceiling speaker.

Cirrus 4.1
A passive 4” two-way, full range ceiling speaker.
Colourful expression

Our forward-thinking approach to bespoke customisation is what sets us apart. Colours can be customised to any RAL colour and to match any colour scheme. The end result is a stunning Void sound system that both atmospherically and visually enhances a venue. Alternative finishes are also available including bare wood, matt and gloss paint.
Powering the future

Our revolutionary Bias amplifiers offer unparalleled reliability and an intuitive interface. Eco-friendly to run, this results in impressively low operational costs, power consumption and carbon footprint.
Don’t just take our word for it

“At Mrs Fogg’s, we needed something that can impress both visually and audibly, with versatility to accommodate everything from an eight-piece band to DJs and conferences. The quality of sound that Void gives is second to none and our underground space needed something that not only sounded incredible but also looked unique within the venue. Our DJs have responded well to the Void sound system – they love it. It’s clean, crisp and packs a punch!”

Duncan Stirling - Founder, Inception Group

“Our clients build award-winning designed venues that require that unique visual and sonic presence that only Void can provide!”

Tim Hannum - Diavolo Systems, USA

“The system performs really well – we were very pleased with the overall sound. The mid-terrace is particularly impressive with the Venu Bass hidden under the decking, and the general evenness of coverage and look of the system works well in the space. I was also surprised at how well balanced the Cyclone 55 is and the amps do a great job!”

Simon White – Technical Director, CPS Group
To find your nearest Void Acoustics distributor in the UK, Europe or Asia Pacific, please contact our UK Head Office. Alternatively, if you are based in North or South America, please contact our North American team for assistance.

voidacoustics.com

Contact us

Void Acoustics Research Limited
Unit 15, Dawkins Road Industrial Estate, Poole
Dorset, BH15 4JY , United Kingdom

Call: +44(0) 1202 666006
Email: sales@voidacoustics.com

Void Acoustics North America

Call: +1 503 854 7134
Email: sales.usa@voidacoustics.com

voidacoustics.com
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